wow!

fun decorating

what color
is that?

Paint shades we love and how to use them.

bird’s egg
BY BENJAMIN MOORE

MOLLY CULVER

“This laundry room gets no
natural light, but it doesn’t
feel that way because of
the vibrant sky blue we
painted the cabinets. Now
it’s a cheerful spot to walk
into, even if it involves
doing a chore.”
—Raquel Skrobarczyk, Heather
Scott Home & Design, Austin, TX
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veiled violet

BY SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

“The millwork on the
vanity is so special, I
had to highlight it—plain
white wouldn’t do. The
hue is a quieter version
of the lavender in the
shower’s accent tile.”
—Rachel Cannon, Rachel Cannon
Limited Interiors, Baton Rouge, LA

audubon russet
“My client needed to up the
oomph of her new-construction
apartment. This earthy burnt
red is bold yet easy to pair
with other colors. We sprinkled
in green and pale pink for a
young, fun vibe. Bright blue
accents would look great too.”
—Dan Mazzarini, BHDM Design, New York, NY
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FROM TOP: JESSIE PREZA; ADAM MACCHIA

BY BENJAMIN MOORE

pale jasper
BY DUNN-EDWARDS

“I wanted to highlight the character of
my living room and find a color soft
enough to get my boyfriend on board!
This pink is warm and not too bright.
Putting it on an accent wall brought
all the elements in the space together.”
—Danielle Roxanne Nagel,
Dazey Den Design, Los Angeles, CA

THIS SPREAD, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: DANIELLE ROXANNE NAGEL;
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strawberry
wine
BY BEHR

“The homeowner was
craving a pop of color but
didn’t want too big of a
commitment. Painting the
dresser coral did the trick.
It’s really pretty with the
dresser’s gold hardware.”
—Emily Larkin, EJ Interiors, Dallas, TX

“Olive green
is having a
moment, and
rightfully so—it
adds elegance
and earthiness
to any space.
Also, it’s my
favorite color!”
—Luke Caldwell,
Boise Boys

tate olive
BY BENJAMIN MOORE

“Here’s a way to make
a room look cozy
and classic: Paint the
walls, trim, built-ins,
and baseboards the
same color. I went with
a sophisticated leafy
green in this family’s
den. For contrast, the
wall finish is flat and the
built-in is satin.”
—Max Humphrey, Max Humphrey
Interior Design, Portland, OR
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